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Preface

Local school' district personnel throug out Wisconsin have demonstrated a serious interest in recent years in
improving educational programs a d administrative and management practices through more
comprehensive, coordinated local plann ng and evaluation capabilities. They have also indicated there is a
lack of basic, /fundamental materials' for the seve hun red small to, medium size enrollment districts
which do not have centralized planning staff and a t likely to be able to employ such staff in the
foreseeable future.

. N.
It is the intent of the Section for Educational Planning to produce additional planning publications which
will moxie beyond this preliminary product and provide. more specific information, procedures, and
materials regarding various components of the total planning model and process.

Currently it is anticipated that CEA guides resatOlfg such subjects as philosophy/goals/objectives
development.needs assessment; and the selection; implementation, and evaluation Of alternative strategies
may be produc61 as part of this series of planning publications.

Your reactions to this initial effort and your suggestions for additional publications which would be of
practical valueto you would be appreciated.

Tojn Stefonek, Chief
Section for Educational. Planning

;4.
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Introduction 4nci, Rationale,,

The concept and practice of educational planning
at the local school district level are not ideas and
actions that are unique to the 1970's. Local district
planning has existed since school districts aere first
created in Wisconsin during the territorial period of
the state. Changes since those early days have been
accommodated by loCal planning efforts of varying
degrees and quality. Now, in the mid-1970's the
state's public K-12 system reflects a high level
public support and confidence, and includes hi er
quality personnel and better, ,educational programs
than at any preyious time. This public support and
confidence in lodal educational efforts is the result
of a great deal of planning by innumerable
teachers, board, members, administratcks and
concerned citizens

While these efforts and their results are substantial
and impressive, those who have been "the most
involved in them are among the firSt to recognize
that during stne 1970's new factors and forces have
emerged WhiCh ,make more and better planning
even more imperative than in the past.

The followineitems are offered without extensive
definition or discussion as eviden &\of this con-
tinued and expanded need because they are already
well recognized and understOod by teachers, school
board members, administrators and concerned
citizens in districts throughout Wisconsin:

1. Public expectations and demands for im-
proved managerial/instructional effectiveness and
accountability, as well as 'continuation of -existing
demands for fiscal responsibility and efficiency.

2. A stabilizing enrollment base, or often a
declining base, in many local districts, with
attendant implications and problems regarding
facilities, programs, staff and expenditures. -

3. A leveling -off of financial support of the
educational system, after a generation of expendi-
ture levels which have out-distanced growth 'in,
many otter public service areas.

4. New role and power relationships among
teachers,-school boards, and administrators which -
require new strategies and techniques to cope with
complex and sophisticated issues, problems and
needs.
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5. Increased state-level, demands and expecta-

tions as evidenced by the 13 local distrig; standards;:
enacted in Chap. 90 in 1973, and by ;he Special
Educational Needs (SEN) program initiated that
same year.

6. New state-level andliiiblic expedtations that
all children will be provided 'appropriate educa-
tional opportunities as evidenced by Chap. 89, also
enacted in 1973. Chap. -89 stands as landmark
legislation for the education of handicapped
children and has numerous and complex implica-
tions for every local district, regardless of enroll-
ment size t physical location.

7. Increased complexity of the teaching-
learninVprocess due to a spectrum of new pio-
grams, techniques, materials and concepts which
can overwhelm the time of-the most conscientious
student of the art and science of education by their
numbers and time consumption, as well as in -.
creasing sophistication.

8. Demands and expectations for irnproved
vocational and technical education in the
secondary schools; for career education throughout
the K-12 curriculum; and fok new strategies to
provide appropriate programs for gifted students.

9. ContiriUin nd restructured federal educa-
tional programs ,which often require dispropor-
tionate amounts of;-time and effort .to be effec-

' tively and efficiently administered and coordinated
with local priorities, needs, and programs.

-10w An end to the period of intensive school
district consolidation and'reorganization which, has
existed for the past 20 years, and a new realization
that the nUmber, size, and types of districts now in
existence will probably be the basic- K-12 educe-
tiona system that must serve the citizens of
Wisconsin through the 1970's and 1980's.

This list, while not intended to be exhaustive,
indicates there is little time to rest on the
improvements and accomplishments of the past, as
noteworthy as they have been. There is no shortage
of new challenges, needs, and opportimities to be
addressed by improved and expanded local district
planning efforts and capabilities.



II. Purposes And Expectations
Of A Local Planning Capability

While much has been accomplished through local
planning efforts, it ip evident that much still
remains to be done. It is also evident to a
considerable degree that local planning has often
consisted of temporary, uncoordinated efforts
which ,have been directed toward specific and
immediate problems or crises. Few districts have
developed a coordinated, comprehensive, sustained
planning capability and process which gives a sense
of direction and priority to the numerous expecta-
tions and needs which are found in every local
unit. There are many reasons which could be cited
as to INV this has not been done, and many are
serious and valid explanations. Without attempting
to explain the past, but rather building on those
achievements and experiences, it appears clear that
more must be done to plan more effectively now
and to assure the continuation and refinement of
the planning process in the future to a greater
degree than it has exisjed in the past.

The planning process, and tho ra ponsible for
planning, are concerned with at three major
tasks in a school district:

1. The development of goals to describe the
primary expectations and responsibilities of the
local district and the development cif plans to
achieve stated goals.

2. The procureQe9t, directio-n, organization and
coordination of res'otrces and activities relevant to
the implementation of plans.'

3. The monitoring and controllin of the per-
formance of the educational syste to maintain
and describe progress toward goal att inment, or to
intercede with appropriate corrective measures if
acceptable progress is not evident.

While° these three overriding responsibilities can
become obscured by the multitude and(variety of
programs, problems and conditions With which
administrators and school boards have to contend,
they `do constitute the essence of the management
function. Skbsequent activities should be analyzed
frequently to assure that all three major tasks are
being addressed in appropriate ways and reasonable
intensity.

r7
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An improved, continuous 'planning capability has
the potential to serve local interests in the follow-
ing ways:

Edidational goals and objectives can be es-
tablished.
Community support and student motivation
can be increased.
Prdsent '14vels of accomplishment cap'%-be
exathined.
Needs can be more thoroughly identified,
documented, and analyzed.
Resources can be expended more wisely and
with better rationale.
There dan be better identification of the
results for which the school system is being,
herd accountable.

Planning efforts and activities are not auto-
matically successful in everyschoo I district. Several
conditions conducive to the establishment of a
commitment to better planning are lis 6 below:

1.. Those persons involvebd in and/or a acted by
the planning process must lie c,onvin that the
purpose of planning is, to bring improvement
through orderly change. Planning and change must
not be viewed as threatening or negative entities.

2. Chang f will occur more easily and more
effectively if it furthers the rational self-interests of
those affected.) if it is compatible with personal
values and enhantes personal relationships; and if it
is supported and backed by legitimate authority.

3. There must be an 'orientation toward- the
future,. and toward a future which will very likely
be different than the past or the present. Thinking,
in mosfcases, should be oriented toward a period
of two to ten years in the future.

4. TheThe school' system should be viewed as a
whole. While recognition and consideration must
be given to the interrelated components or
elements of the system, the perspective employed
should not be so restricted or limited that it
ignores the variables 'critical to the entire system
which must be identified, measured, and evaluated.



5. Unrealistic expectations regarding a more
formalized, sustained planning effort should be
discarded early in the process. Planning is not a
pana4ea. It requires an experimental attitude, the
willfilness to take reasonable risks, and maturity
and patience commensurate with the formidable
task which is being initiated. Two to five years has
been used as an estimate of the time required for
school districts to develbp a planning capability
and to-see the benefits of.the process...

Anticipated changes as theresult of a sustained,
effective planning process may include the follow-
ing: ,

Clarification of the decision-making process,
and perhaps modification of that process to
involve appropriate people at the appropriate
time and place.

1,
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Changes in specific._ educational programs
bawd on anticipated problems, validated

'needs, and evaluation of the current status.

Increased understanding of the purposes,
goals, and objectives throughout the school
system and recognition of the different
opinions] ideas, and strategies 'by which
people feel they may be attained.

Improved rational k and justification for
decisions reached and the possible reordering
of priorities and reallocation- of limited
resources.

Educational practitioners can readily recognize
that planning is an intellectually demanding, time-
consuming, frustrating and never-ending props.
Planning internally, however, is more acceptable to
most educators and lay citizens than being planned
for by external agencies.



III. &Planning Definition' And Selected Models

Virtually every, management or administrative
'function can be described by a number of defini:
tions, all' of which are valid from the particular
perspective used. When school districts elect to
reorganize and formalize a planning procesi, those
persons involved in the process should understand
and be able to describe what is meant by the term
"Comprehensive planning". 1

While no one definition may please everyone and
serve all purposes,. and while noone definitioist is
necessarily more correct than many others also
available, it is useful to define a term as.well as
possible and then use it consistently. The defini-
tion used in this guide, as adopted and used by the-
Sectionjor Educational Planning, is as follows:

Comprehensive Planning Is The Prdcess
of Prepaling Sets of Decisions

For Action In The Future
Directed At Achieving Goals By Optimum Mean

This definition recognizes planning as a process, i.e.,
an on-.going activity to assist decision-makers in
ddtermining educational policy. It is concerned
with decisions and the inter relationship of deci-
sions, and is future-oriented. Goal attainrnen? is the
ultimate purpose of planning as defined above, and

ere is recognition that effectiveness and effici-
e are primary considerations in determining or
selecting the "optimum means."

Several dditional definitions are presented below
to prow clistr,icts an opportunity to select one
which best erveslocal purposes.

Comprehe ive plaqning is the identificatiOn or
selection of t e over. I long-range goals of the
organization, a tile a llysis of various possible
courses of actio in ter of relative- costs and
accomplishments r benefi for the purpose of
aiding the decision-making pre ess in the selection
of action.

Comprehensive planning is a\ rocess for pro-
ducing useful information and X r goal setting;
producing viable Courses of action; setting priori-
ties; selecting from among alternatki s; implement-
ing selected alternatives; and evaluakit g and adjust-
ing the organizLtion.

Comprehensive planning' consists of analyzing
ends (purposes, goals), analyzing means, analyzing
costs, anddesigning valuation systems,

Planning models are also available abundance.
They are basically intended to depict a series of
potentially complex concepts, relationships, and
activities in a simple and direct manner.

The model presented below has been selected by
the Section for Educational Planning and could be
labeled the "eclectic model" because it bofrows
generously from a variety of others.

,/
This [nixiel is based on the following assumptions
and concepts:

1. Our values determine much o what we do
and hdOw we do it, both in Our personal lives and
our ducational systems. Many things which we do,
or on't cid, are not based on cold, calculating
lo c, effectiveness, or efficiency, but rather are
to ipered and influenced by underlying attitudes, \

rincipies, and beliefs, Children might learn to read
"better" for example if food was withheld each
day until desired reading proficiency' was demon-
strated. Our values regardigg physical well-being,
absence of trauma, positive attitudes toward school
and reading, recognition of individual differences, ,
and a caring attitude toward others prevent such
drastic action; however.

Differences over what is "right" or "best" are
often rooted in different value systems which place
greater or lesser importance on the subject being

a debated or decided upon. Which-is the "better"
expenditure for example $10,000 for new
audio-visual equipment ,,Lor 1000 pupils, or
$10,000 for new band inst'Nents for 100 pupils,
or $10,000 to hire one new-teacher to w6rk with
10 mentally retarded pupils? Values are not verifi-
able statistically or measurable quantitatively in
most instances, but rather relate back to basic
beliefs about the quality of human life and the
relationships among persons.

4

This model recognizes commonly held values, as
expressed in an educational philosophy, as being a
basic, underlying factor of great impirtance
throughout-the planning model and process.



Operational Educational
Philosophy

Evaluatign and Revision
of Implemented
Programs/Policies

Educational
Goals'
and Objectives

Implementation of
Selected Solution

Assessment of
EducatiOnal Needs

I

Selection of
Preferred 5ti\teg.vi

Generation of
Alternative Strategies
to Address Needs

2. Educational ,goals and objectives can be and
should be articulated in each school district, as an
extension of valuA and philosophy, into more
operational, measurable terms. While district level
goals may be of a different order and degree than
instructional objectivestin a 9th grade biology class,
there is a need for both to, exist and a need for
planning to occur at both these levels, as well as at
other intermediate levels within the organizational
structure.

3. Needs, assessment is basically a discrepancy
analysis, i.p., the difference between what is and
what is desired. Looking at what we now ha& in
consideration of what we said we wanted, is a
re nable way to work toward change irr the
future.

4. Alternative ways may exist to reach the same
goal. ne of the important contributions of the

N. plann'ng process It to identify-alternative strategies
'and to analyze, evaluate, and interpret them in full
recognition, of the values, goals, constraints,
resources and circumstances that exist in the local
school system and the community it serves. If
predetermined standardized solutions\were known
for all\ educational problems and needs there would
be little need for much of the planning process to

5. Unless something happens beyond the devel-
opment of goals, assessment of needs; and selection
of a preferred strategy, little positive change can be
claimed for the whole process. Implementation
must be recognized early in the planning process as
a very real eventuality and if this commitment to
possible. action 'doesn't exist, there may be_discour-
agement and disillusion among those who have
worked to prepare for chjnge.

6. Few selected solutions are
nent. New pupils, new communit
new societal values, and new ci

tal and perma-
expectations,

umstances may
make .even the most promising and most effective
solutions imperfect and obsolete with the passage_
of time. Evaluation, revision, and additional change
in the future are the inevitable fate of all innova-
dogs and \realistic planners will look for progress,
not permanent perfection.

he purpose of a definition is to communicate
meaning and the purpose of a model is to depict
some aspects or degree of reality; usually- in
simplified form. The 'definition and conceptual

'model of planning described above are intended to
aid in the development of a planning attitude ind
perspective, which are necessary prerequisites for.
,the development of a plannin capability at the, f

exist , local district level.



nitiating A Planning Capability

,A district administrator may be in general agree-
ment with most of the preceding material and yet
be faced with the -realistic problem of getting
something positive started in the district. Several
possible beginning points are suggested below:

A Self-Analysis of Present Planning Practices
Every district plans to some degree in some way at
the present time. It would be helpful to reflect
upon 'these Iprmal or informal processes; the
participants if. the local efforts; kinds or types of
past or current planning applications that can be
identified; and the degrees of success or failure,
and the process or products, that have resulted. A
die documentation of these considerations and
related areas can serve as a basic vehicle for
recognizing and describing the present state of the
art locally and communicating it to others.

Identification of Potential Planning Functions and
Activities
Those who may be asked to support, authorize; or
participate in the development of a local planning
capability can legitimately ask what the purposes,
functions, and activifes may. be which will be
undertaken in the na e of planning. If, as indi-
cated preyiously, there exists a lengthy lisf of
demands, needs, and expectations which local
districts must contend with and respond to, a
district administrator should be able to identify a
variety of problems and issues to be addressed by a
planning capability. Devdlopment of such 'a docu-
ment will give legitimacy and credibility to the
exploration of improved planning procedures and
will communicate to the school board and others
what the chief administrator has in mind when
speaking of planning. This list should not be
considered prescriptive or final in any senses but
can be used instead to initiate thought and
communication regarding improved planning
efforts.

COnsideration by the Administrative Personnel
Although most Wisconsin districts do not have
large central staffs, there is often a small group
consisting of administrators, principals, supervisors,
coordinators, and perhaps a business manager v3ho
can be assembled to discuss the local planning
situation. Within a period of several meetings this
small, informal group can share perceptions, ideas,

nesses of the local planning situation, what better
planning could do for the district, and the efic
areas that could be addressed withirr sc of
system. If such discussions can result in me
consensus regarding these topics, the administrator
is in a stronger position to consider bringing the
subject to the attention of the local school board.

Discussions with the District School Board
If a district administrattk perceives a deficiency in
the local planning proca there are few starting
points more logical or obvious then" discussing the
subject thoroughly- with the loca oard.
Such deliberations should not, if possible, be
conducted during a regular board meeting which
often has more agenda items scheduled an can be
properly considered under the bes) of conditions.
If it is recognized that planning i(a basic manage-
ment function that permeates all areas of the
district's operations, hopefully board members will
be willing to schedule a special meeting, or reserve
a regular meeting, during which the topic can be
adequately discussed.

This type of discussion is usually desirable because
it provides early and direct information to the
board, and provides the administrator with an
indication of the board's interest, concern, recep-
tivity, and support related to the subject of
improved local planning.

Formation of A Local Planning Council

Even ifdistrict management personnel recognike
the need for more and better planning, .few
districts can afford,to employ additional special:

).ized staff to work a planning coordinators or
directors. More likely ,xisting personnel will have
to be utilized to provide such services.

It is possible in most districts to form a local
planning council typically consisting of the super-
intendent, key Central office personnel, principals
or .representative principals, representative
teachers, a member(s) of the board of education,
and a representative(s) of the community at large.
Usually teams consisting of ten to fifteen members
provide adequate representation in most small and
medium size districts and are still small enough to
function effectively. While the planning council

and opinions regarding the strengths and weak- cannot do all the planning, they will probably do
1 1:
6



an important part,of it, 4i-id they will be expected
to lead others throUgh the planning process, and to
initiate, carry on, and complete specific planning
activities.

ty-

_During the formative stage, the administration,
school, board, and planning council have to
ponsider some of the followingtypes of questions:

1. Will 43ppointments to the planning co'uncil be
permanent, br in the case pakicapily of ;teachers,
board Tembers, and/or community representa-
tives, will there be...some \specified period of

'14 membership and some change in representation?

2.,What will be the schedule of meetings and
who will provide basic input to the group to guide
and direct them?

3. Will these new duties be "add-ons" for all
members or will released time and/or financial
incentives be allow,e&in some instances?

4. How will the group arrive at major ecisions
by concensus, by majority vote, by com bmise,

or by final judgment of the superintendent?

./ 5. What will be the relationship of the pliiining
council to the board of education and how will
opportunity be, provided for regular interaction
and input between the two groups?

6. What are reasonable expectations regarding,
the processes and products to be developed by the

It

planning council and how will other appropriate
persons be involved at the proper times?

7. How 'will the council provide for its own
organization and proceedings?

These kihds of questions should be considered
early sc/he planning counci has some assurance of
legitimaty,, permanence, infl ence, and efficiency
of operation. Without adequate thought and
preparation the planning council, after an initial
burst of energy and enthusiasm, cgn quickly
becoe another stagnant committee which exists
officially, but in fact does little it was designed to
do.

In most districts, the co itinued support and
involvement of th superintendent' is also a key
factor to the su cess of the team. If planning
council meetings and activities become a low
priority to, the superintendent, the committee

wally begins'to display the same attitude, and
wihn
unimportance render the groi ineffective.

-a short time morale pr and a sense of

It is eiguakly true that the board of education must
provide for and regard the planning council as a

advisor,y. group. Although no advance
guarantees can be made regarding eventual actions
by the board -related to the suggestions, recom-
mendations, and products of the planning council,
both groups must view the relationship as a serious
and continuous arrangement if the results are to
merit the efforts.

1 2;
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N ssessment: A Compion StaKtingl)

May local administrators and school board
members have the desire to "getorganised" and to
begin development of a better planning capability
but are uncertain as to' where and now to begin.
For a number of Wisconsin districts during the past
several years, a local educational needs assessment
has provided a solid starting point-for the following
reasons:

Routine activities and stSperations of the
schools can be re-examined and re-evaluated N

tirdm ---the-, perspective of the entire com-
munity.

represent some of thi ideas, suggestions, alterna-
tives, and a general history of the LEA, CESA, and
SEA activity in conducting needs assessment.
Hopefully, the sefieral guidelines and 'directions
.available in resource material packets can provide a
basis for any educational community to construct
a viable model and organization t pursue their
own needs assessment. As-more and more educ!
tional communities proceed thru needs assessment,
improvements and modifications of resource
mater occur, and as a result those who review
th documents should be aware that they repre-
sent only a point in'time and- not the ultimate
answers.

Priority educational needs can be identified
and documented to serve as the ;basis for
action designed to improve the educational
program.

Existing edpcational philosophy and goals can
be reconsiihred as a part of the process or in
light of the resultS.

District educatorscan demonstrate their con-
cern and responsibility for the constant evalu-
ation and, improvement of the local school
system

Community residpts can be provided with
the opportunity participate in the develop-
ment of educ onal plans and policies which
affect them d their children.

An important public relations function can be
served during thc.needs assessment study.

Resulting statements of goals, objectives, de-
sired improvements and changes, become the
basis for sound planning through management
by objectives, PPBS or other selected systems.

The resultant data base can serve a variety of
program and project planning activities in the
district and can aid in allocating resources.

The development of the needs assessment Program
occurred through efforts of 14a1 school districtsc,
CESAs, and the State Department ofeublic In-
struction which were directed at attempting to
provide a4'betpr basis for'educational planning.

-Resource materials have been accumulated which

In a survey of local districts during May 1974, over
districts indicated some degree of interest in

con ing local needs assessments, during the
197475 school year. Materials, Taff training
services and consultative assistance_ge mailable to
all -districts 4ree of charge from thl. Section for
Educational Planning of thd DPI, 126 Langdon
Street, Madison, WI 53702.

As an aid to understanding needs assessment, a
number of fundamental concepts and activities are
listed for the reader's consideration:

1. A local educational needs assessment is a
planniti, organized, coordinated comprehensive
self-analysis and selfevaluation of .a local school
district by members of the community, faculty,
adminisfration;schOol board, and student body,.

L
11'-

2. The ultimate purpose and utility of to local
needs assessment into provide a more accurate;
more complete, and more accessible data base for
better understanding and for improved decition-
making.

3. Local needs assessment should be the result
of interest at the local level directed toward the
improvement of education in the lo'Cal schools and
requires sufficient thought, preparation. and com-
mitment.

4. Needs assessments are usually structured and
organized on the basis of research ectivities such as
community surveypublic concerns confbrences,
pupil end faculty speak-ups, and 'the analysis of
pupil performance data and administrative data
available in the district.

13
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5. Needs assessments usually, include Collection
of both objective data and subjective data. Atti-(
tudes,, values, expectations and opinionS-held by
the groups and individuals involved are often

many districts favor the needs assessment approach
for the following-reasons:

0

1! It aids philosophy, goals,- and objectives
equally as important as more objective data ,development because it makes public'and profes-

( .4. -psional opinions, values, attltudes, and expectations

Nei assessments usually address corn- available to aid in such development.

ponents of local district operations such as ctirricue .
lu ransportatiori,-facifities, pupil services, sup: 2. It causes public 'involvement and awareness.
por services, policies and procedures. Although- of the planning process arid educationgneeds and,

most needsLassessments are directed at determine- can generate. support for planned change,based on.

tion of a broad profile, the particular issues -ands. -docarnentea deficiencies and expectations.

interests of each district should be the -major - , ,

criteria for deciding upon the approach and struc-,: . 3. Current .progpms',,, services, and polies re-

ture of the study. \ flect district philosophies, goals, and objettiVes to
some degree even though these-may not all be well

7. A fall -school year is recognized as an described and 'documented in a formal manner:

adequate rime frame within which the plapning;° The needs- assessment therefore is not operating in
a,vactium but is instead s 'rig to evaluate whet isimplementation, analysis, and, results o al needs

assessment study can be completed now, ,and to learn. what shOul be in the future. \
,.

8/Costs vary according to the design of the
study andithe size of thetlistrict but general y, the
data prodessi-g costs of analysis for recent ,LEA
Studies has been under $300.

9. Needs assessments are intended to objectively
identify strengths and assets as -well as needs. A
carefully completed needs assessment develops a
community profile regarding level of support for
variousiaspects of local district operation.

4. Needs assessmentNre product-oriented; and
related activities are conducted within a definite
time frame to, give the direction, structure, and
purpose 'which, is essential whep many lay citizens
are involved.

5. The products) of the needs assessment pro:
vide excellent input for further work by the local
planning council and thereby strengthens that
group and their role by-'making their work relevant
and visible.

"10. Needs assessment empraces the concept that : The needs assessment model used by the DPI is
educational comilVnities should frequently evalu- based on the 'Worldwide model" developed by Dr.
ate local educational efforts in terms of the goals Jefferson Eastmond of Salt Lake City, Utah. It has
and objectives they want to achieve. been "Wisconsinized" considerably during the past

several years, however, to meet the 1041 condi-
Th. Department of Public Instruction ',recognizes
the kinds of planning, budgetry, and analytical
restraints most'school. districts operate under, and
has developed' the resource materials, processes,
and consultation involved with needs assessment to
overcome these difficulties: If further information
is desired, contact the Section for Educational
Planning of ,the Division :for Management and
Planning Service's at 608-266-7798
608-266-2146.

tions, requirements and
many local district user
materials currently in u

preferences expressed by
. It is anticipated that the
e, and those deVelOped in

the'near future, will be incorporated into an LEA
needs assessment guide for 'distribution v to all
districts during the summer of 1975.

Iv
Additional models vare _available, including the
Dallas, Texas model, the Phi Delta Kappa model,
and the F-esno, California model. Information
regarding ese processes are also available on

While it may be debated as to whether a needs request fr m the Department of Public Instruction
assessment is the most logical place to begin the . to enable local districts to draw ideas and tech-
planning process, or whether the development of a' niques from them to develop the specific custom-
district philosophy, educational goals and instruc- ized process that best serves individual district
tional objectives should be the initial activities, preferencesand conditions.

4
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;her Possible Startng Points 0

In, some districts, for evariety of go reasons, a
widespread community based :needs- ssessment"
may not be a logical ,or acceptable start,' point.

-Several alternative beginning actjVities are th relore
suggested below for local district consideratio

Development of .a Local Educational Philoiophy.
An educational philosophy at the school district
level is a summary statement of the beliefs,
concepts and attitudes which underlie and sulpport
the local educational ,system. It is an,expression of
the public values and expectations -which give
purpose, direction and meaning to the myriad
activities, programs 'and events which comprise aa

fective and efficient school System. It is a

rati nale for existence, a statement of the reason
for b ing\of a school system,, and in a general sense,
it can id. in setting priorities.; in choosing from
among a rnative courses of action; in determining
directions of change and rffovement; in assessing
and evaluating what is; and in deciding what should
be.

A district philosophy: when taken seriously, isga
living, dynamic statement which permeates all
levels and all dimensions of instruction, administra-
tion,- governance and decision-making. It is a base
of reference, an area of commonality, and a
meaningful guide for all persons involved in th
educational process. Rather than being written an
then forgotten, a district philosophy should be
statement with constant utility and influence.

Districts having a written philosophy can begin the
planning process by evaluating' it in light of new
and changing expectations and demands being
made of the local school system. A committee of
manageable size,' which includes appropriate pro-
fessional, lay, and pupil representation, can de-
velop a tentative philosophy within a period of
several weeks to several monthS. The philosophical
statement can then be presented to the total
community for consideration, possible revision,
and formal adoption.

DiWicts
such

no existing kitten philosophy may
develop such a statement" for public review and
formal adoption through the consideration of
philosophies from other districts as welles original
developmental work by the committee.

10
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The impo ant step is to decide to and take the
task, fdr once" that commitment is [bade local
personner can .be organized to complete it in an
effective manner.

Developmerit of Local Educational Goals
The development and adoption of a district philos-
ophy of education provides a broad context within
which the school system functions. Within this
framework educational gbalf,can be developed to
interpret more specifically 'the purposes, expects- I
tions, and ends toward whibh the local school
system is striying.

Educational goals are relatively broad, timeless
statements- of intent which express the desirable
ends toward which efforts are directed; the
achievements qr accomplishments desired; and the
results to be attained- through the educational
process.

Goals describe characteristics, conditions, and
*circumstances which have been judged as good and
desirable. They are rooted in values which are
collectively shared by those involved in or affected
by the local educational system. Goals need not
necessarily be viewed as competitive with one,
another. They can be multiple in number and equal
in priority, or they can be ranked in priority order
if concensus can be attained.

Well formulated goals can aidg in decision-making
by allowing decisions to be considered -against the
backdrop of standards and values e)pressed in goal
statements, and they can serveasSroad indicators
of intent which pFovide transition from a broad
statement of philosophy to the development of
specific instructional objectives.,

During the 1972-73 school year, through the
involvement 9f a citizens task) forcl public hear-
ings, and related activities, a statement. of state-
level educational goals was developed for the first
time in Wisconsin. These 11 major goalsi with
underlying sub-goals, have been distrihutecNO all
local districts and all interested
agencies, and organizations.in the state. In addition
a composite document containing goals from states
throughout the United States has been published
by the Department of Public Instruction under

5



auspices of the Coorlerative Accountability Project
(CAR) and is available on request from the DPI.
Go.* have also been developed in some local
districts and may be used, as may the state level
goals, to initiate and aid -in local goal development
in any school district.

_Professional Staff Identification of Perceived Needs
Duringlthe 1973-74 school year a limited approach
to issues_ identificatiOn and perceptions of needs
was piloted in one school' distriat of approximately
4,000 K-12 Pupil enrollment, This process involved
school board members, f@culty members, princi-
°pais, and district-level administrators working in a
three committee structure, assisted by DPI plan-

, ning personnel and outside consultants employed
on a limited basis.

Through nominal grouping techniques, data collec-
tion activities, committee deliberations and'related
procedures, actual and Perceived issues, problems
and needs were identified, dtrussed, defined,
documented, and analyzed to serve as the basis for
continued planning efforts. A report of this pilot
project 'is available upon request from the Section
for Educational Planning of the DP1..
This limited approach does not have the wide-
spree Public involvement and input of a compre-
hensive community based needs assessment and
therefore may serve as a less certain indicator of
local issues, deficiencies, and potential directions.
It does shave the advantages of being a shorter
duration process which is less demanding and more
manageable, and of being more dependent upon
professional personnel and expertise readily avail-
able in the district.

The products of this limited districeself-evaluation,
and analysis may best serve as the input into more
detailed needs assessment; as the basis for explor-
ing alternative approaches to address the problems
and needs identified; and as a means of generating
public and professional awareness -and interest
regarding district directions.

Interview Study:of District Concerns and Problems,
A distriOt wanting to make a start at self-appraisal
but Neferring to do this in a more controlled,
in-depth manner can consider the limited saynple,
interview type of study. In this approach a number
of items are developed by local personnel, with
possible assistance by DPI or other consultants.

J

initial' development, field-testing, modifica-
tion, and finalization the instrument(s) is Ore)
used as tthe basis for in-depth interviews with a
reasonable number of community residents, board
members, teachers, students, and administrators.

While care must be exercised not to generalize.the
findings and interpreta.dvns. beyond what the
sample characteristics support, this type of
activity can serve to help identify local issues;
problems, perceptions, and conditions which can
then be considered for more extensive investigation
and evaluation.

This type of study is usually very manageable in
the data gathering phase bin requires careful
attention and considerable time to tabulate and
analyze, hours of interviews that are usually
recorded on tape. Third party researchers should
be seriously considered in such studies, to assure
confidentiality of the data and anonymity of the
respondents, if so desired; as well as objective
interpretation of the content.

Summary

Two brief statements can be made to conclude this
section:

"t
There is no one place at which all districts
must start to develop a planning capability
and/or to initiate planning activities. Some
techniques are more appropriate: in some
districts at certain times than others might be,
but each district has to carefully consider
what it wants to do and why, and then
proceed in the light of local factors and
conditions. -

Regardless of what type of entry point is
selected there Must be sustained local.effort
and_ commitment related to the planning
prOcess if it is to survive and be effective over
an extended period of time. Developing a
sound philosophy, establishing worthy goals,
or conducting a quality needs assessment may,
all come to very little fruitioh if no further".
efforts are made to relate these to programs,
personnel, policies, and financial decistens.
An isolated burst of enthusiasm and action,
without follow-up and follow:through efforts,,
often results -in the proverbial reports that
gather dust,in numerous file cabinets.
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VII. Analysis Of. The Plnning Model

As indicated in Section III, the planning model
selected, by the SeCtion for Educational Planning,
shown belowq provides a workable framework for
local planning purposes and activities. In this
section the components of the model will be more
thoroughly analyzed.

Operational. Educational Philosophy

The routine,' on-going programs, activities and
policies of a school district 'reflect a great deal
about the educational philosophy of the corn-
munity and the school sys.pm. While many dis-
tricts do not have a written, current, formally
adopted statement of philosophy, this should not
be misinterpreted as the absence of a philosophy.
'The presence or absence of programs, personnel,
facilities, policies, and other related entities speak,
in effect, for themselves regarding the philosophy
being practiced. As noted previously, philosophies
and values are complexly intertwined and form a
.perspective or viewpoint that colors and influences
individual as well as community attitudes regarding
the purpose and nature of the educational process
a ock sNem.
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The school district for.. example, that provides
kindergarten, a .pupil breakfast program, a senior
citizens lunch program, a summer school program,
an extensive program fdr .the handicapped, a
complete co-curricular program; a K-12 career
education curriculum, multi-unit elementary

. schools, special offerings for gifted students, and,a
work-study program at the secondary level
demonstrating certain values and philosophicAl
beliefs which differ from those held in a district of
similar size and wealth which has none or few of
these characteristics. While this example is extreme
to demonstrate the point, the old adages of action
speaking louder than words, and "what you do
speaks so loudly that I can't hear what you are
saying" help to make the point quite clear.

In many instances a societal philosophy and values
have, been placed upon' the school system through
legislative mandates; e.g. the thirteen educational.
standards, minimum curriculum requirements, and
provisions for educating handicapped children.
Within these requirements there are many varia-
tions,. however, both in quantity and quality

Operational Edubational
Philosophy".""

Ealuation and Revision-
of Implemented
Programs/Policies

ational
Go Is
an Objectives

implementation of
Selected Solution

Selection -of
Preferred Strategy

Generation of
Alternative Strategies
to Address Need

1'
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/vvhich are within the discretion of thelocal board,
/ community, and Professional staff.

Updating a dusty, obsolete philosophy of .years
past, or developing one where none has formally
existed, provides an opPOrtunitY to consider the
nature and direction of the school district and to,:"\,,
identify values which are commonly held/ by the `-
community. Such .efforts should result in a state-
ment of belief and intent which serves as a basis for

t./ the development of educational goals and objec-
tives.

Educational Goals and Objectives

The past decade has seen an increased interest in
goals and objectives from the state capitol to the
kindergarten class in, the neighborhood school.
Mpny, states, including Wisconsin, have developed
and adopted formal statements of educational
goals and objectives at the state level, and y some
districts have been relatively untouched by I.O.'s
{instructional objectives), B.O.."s4ehavioral objec-
tives), performance objectives, or M.B.O. (Manage-
ment By ObAtives) or PPBES (Planning Program-
ming Budgeting Eva luation Systems) for
administrators and managers.

It is reasonable' and appropriate for goals and
objectives to exist at several levels within the local
school district, and it is also r asonable for these to
differ somewhat in nature a these various loca-
tions. A statement of distri t goals, if properly
developed, provides the oppo unity for all person-
nel to develop objectives w ich are .compaiible
with the general statements of intent and the ideal
conditions and characteristics 'which district level
g2als describe.-

DevelOping acceptable educational goals for a
school'district is not an insurmountable task and
can 1344accomplished in most districts in a matter
of .severallriths. The extension, translation, and
interpretatiOn of these goals into meaningful,
usually ,"measurable objectives ,is more complex and
time consUrning, however, and involves greater
effort by the professional staff of the district. Such
an effort May require a year or more of inVolve-
ment by teaChers, administrators, consultants, and
other appropriate personnel, and may require an
additional year for implementation and initial
evaluatiOn.;

While there are few short buts to the process, the
resultant product should provide an improved
description! of who is attempting to do what; it

shOuld help to clarify expectations and activities;
and it should serve as the basis for- an evaluation
system of greater utility.

Assessing Educational Needs ,

Needs are often described. in relation to perceived
problems or undesired conditions and !Nye often
been defined as the discrepancy between what is,
and what is desired. Sectidn .V provides a 'brief
introduction to needs assessment studies in lOal
districts. At' this point it is'sufficient to emphasize
that a quality local effort is time:consumin and

_=involves a great deal of work by.many eople, but
the results have great potential and uti sty over an
extended period of time in many areas of district

eration. A community based needs assessment is
expression, by the board of education and thi

mini ration, of a belief in 'the wisdom and
judgment of the public and an affirmation .of the
p nciple that the public can and should help
-d sign the school system that will serve them.

N eds assessment is an effective way to reduce
p rceptions of problems nd deficiencies to more
manageable, better define status. The "problem"
of a poor quality elements y reading program, for
example, is difficult to a dress at the level of
ge eraltzation. If it is le ed through investigation.
th t this undesirable state-exists in specific elemen-
tar schools and/or at specific grade leVels which

'are uSing particular. materials and techniques, the
lem assumes new dimensions of clarity. In

t cases, such district evidence may not be
rvable; however rri all problem areas some
e of translation,.and interpretation can be

mad from a general statement of dissatisfabition to
a more clearly defined description .of the problem.
Such questions as "Who has this problem?",
"1Nhe e are they located?", "What is the degree of
crime ity of the situation?", "In whose juris-
dictio does the problem reside", and "By what
subjec ve and/or objective evidence 'do we know

i this to be a valid descriptioNof the problem?", if
answer well, help to define the nature of the
issue at and.
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Techniq s employed to gather subjective and
objective data regardingperceptions of problems
held by v ious groups include the following:

1. Corn unity surveys and opinion polls by
which exp ctations, values, perceptions and atti-
tudes. held by the public can be collected,
analyzed, a d interpreted to prole information
useful for p ving purposes.



2. -Teacher and pupil opinion surveys ip-which,
those most involved in the educational prOcess
from the learners' perspective can provide observa-
tions, insights, and informal evaluations of
strengths and weaknesses in the educational sys-
tem.

.

3. Analysis of pupil performance/measyrememt
data ihich, in spite of well, - advertised deficiencies,
can help to identify patterns of pupil performanbe
by groups ot.pupils over ,a periRd of time, Suichi
trends can help to improve an edbcational program',
and to aid in identifying and describing specific
problems or- needs.

4 Community, teacher, and 1

pupil "speak-
in hich metnbers of these client and cons
gr ups. provided an opportUnity to ver

-their concerns, perceptions, opinions, and va
they relate to'the educational system.

ps
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5. Summaries of administrative data and valua-
tions which tan reveal information re arding
finances, staffing patterns, pupil disciplinary and
drop -out's incidence rates, community characteris-
tics, and management- and administrative pOlicies,
systems, and charactertstics.

Through these activities, large numbers of concerns
can be collected, which, :when classified and
documented with appropriate fact, values, and
policies, and then assigned relative values of criti-
cality, can be regarded as validated, documente ,

educational needs. SuCh needs are closely rela
to the problems originally felt, but are now in a

refined form, complete with relevant evidence,
which can be used as the basis for further planning
efforts.

Generating AlterOrtive Solutibns
azt.

Defining problems and documenting, analyzing and
classifying needs doesn't change the nature of an
undesirable situation in any substantive way. The

o process has value only if th findings are used to
develop and implement strategies to 'change the
undesired situation. When problems have been
thoroughly researched and translated jpto vali-
dated, documented educational needs; it is neces-
sary to coninue the effort by_)developing and
exploring Ittetnative methods by which problems
might be alleviated. It is evident to mcIst practi-
tioners in any prcifession that there are seldom easy
answers to complex problems, just asit is
that there are usually Multiple approaches to
addressing any particular problem or flied.

Gene4ting alternative sOlOtions serves the follow-
ing purppses:

.. 1.. An 'opportunity i provided to a number Of
persons to propose strategies to meet documented
needs. This increases4awareness of the needs and
develops a broader base of involvement and poten-
tial support to change the undesired condition..

2. Differing vieWpoints about the needs can be
expressed by ,individuals who see them from
various perspectives, and consideration can,, be
given to multiple dimensions of the problems.

3. The process of identifying .multiple ways to
approach,. a need helps to preclude premature
decisions regarding the acceptance of. any one
strategy and ,helps to distinguish more clearly the
needs from the solutions.

The generation 'of alternatives involves what has
been labeled "lateral thinking" in contrast to the
logical, sequential "vertical thinking" used to
identify, define, and analyze problems and needs.
Lateral thinking is random, divergent, and undisci-
plined. Anything goes, in effect, if the end product
is a solution to the problem. In short, at this stage
of deliberation, the solution justifies the means.

Care should be consciously exercised to avoid the
following pitfalls when identifying alternatives:

The constraints of traditional practices pre-
vent creative thinking..

Ideas are too often judged not on their merit
but by the reputation or prestige, or lack of
it, associated, with the person presenting the,
ideas.

Too many Constraints and obitacles are con-
sidered too seriously and too soon in the
exploratory process.

The appropriate people are not involved in
the process.

Tile time frame within whin a strategy must
be identified is too brief to allow the careful
consideration of alternatives.

During this stage of work, it is often valuable to
contact appropriate institutions and agencies; con

, duct reviews of the literature;'visit school districts
which have experienced similar problems and have
selected and implemented a particular strategy; and

1,9
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employ consultants to increase awareness of alter-
natives, which:are available but which may not be
known locally. It, is worthwhile during this explora-
tory phase to expend the time and money needed
to assure that a substantial effort has been made to
identify alternative ways of addressing a need, for
once this process is brought to a close, the-specific
strategy has been capturedit is now a matter of
identifying it -among the possibilities that have
been collected.

Selecting Preferred Strategy

In most real-world situations there is a limit, often
of unrealistically short duration, to the amount of
time and effort which can be spent in formulating
and investigating alternative solutions to ary
problem. The need to get onUith efforts to retolve
the problem situation is given impetus by forces
and pressures over which those persons responsible
for resolving the issue at hand have little control.
These forces may include community opinion,
parental demands, school board policies and deci-
sions, student needs of an immediate and pressing
nature, faculty requirements, state or federal
agency demands, or' any one of a number of other
circumstances. Regardless of the, specifics of any
individual situation, the fact remains that alterna-
tives must often be quickly 'analyzed so a specific
strategy Can be selected and implemented.

In atternpting, to combine care, objectivity, and
precision with wisdom, insight, and experience the
following sh?bldbe considered:

i , Selection criteria should be defined. Some
obvi us criteria might include the time required to
impl ment a given solution; the cost involved to
implement; and the estimated benefit or effective-
ness to be derived from the solution. Known

. constraints, limitations, and expeCtations should be
clearly expressed so alternatives are evaluated in
light of the realities of he situation. The degree or
amount of change desired or demanded should also.
be well described, if possij so alterna4tives can be
juslged in view of the expectations that exist,, and
te probability .that any given strategy will meet
that requirement-can be carefully assessed.

2. The stratejr accepted should have an accept-
able degree of '``face validity," i.c. it should be
reasonably evident that the ,desired outcomes
bppear to be attainable through the solution
adopted. In effect, the strategy selected should be
acceptable to those who approve it; those who
must implement it; and those who are involved in

Pei
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or affected by it. Strong negative attittrdbs that "it
won't work" can become self-fulfilling prophecies.

3. The cost-effectiliertess of the alternatives
should be carefully analyzed,. To do this thor-
oughly, it should be decided whether an absolute
measure of progresst be attained, or whether a,
relative degree of Access is adequate. To attempt
to raise the reading level'of all 4th grade pupils to
-the 4th grade level might require an investment of
$80,000; however, to raise the'reading level of 85%
of the pupils to that level might cost only $50,000.
The p(obability of total success, availability Of
adequate resources, and personal and societal
values all have to be recognized anctedealt with in
such decisions. The application of cost/benefit and
cost/effectiveness analyserhare.otten less appropri:
ate and less conclusive in educational activities,
however, than in the business/industrial sector
where such processes are routinely used with a high
degree of confidence. In many cases in educatidn it .
is not a question of whether a particular effort
should be made, e.g, providing for education of the
mentally handicapped, butt rather how this can tiest
be done. Few absolute measures of success can be
deemed appro iate. Instead, relative measures of
gain and impr meat most often employedo

therand lack of succe means only that at
approach must be tried . the task can'n be
abandoned because of failure to meet expected
goals. .-(-

9

4. The pert ct solution to persistent, complex
problems is u likely to be found, While new
techniques, m terials, and procedures have been
developed in dnany areas of education.and have
resulted in improved instructional and related.
services for 'today's students, many familiar
problems of otivation, ability, interpersonal rela-
tionships, at tudes and values, and physical and
mental hand caps still remain and must be ad-
dres'sed ane with every generation of students.
Realistic re ults rather than overly optimistic ex-,
pectatiOns ouldt be stressed to avoid unnecessary
disappoint ent and disillusionment with the
strategies, that are implemented and the possible
termination of programs and activities that are
positive, even if they are not perfect in thelt\
impact.

implementing Selected Solution
11

Needs have been identified, crocumented,and
validated'; alternative strategies have been gener-
ated; and a preferred solution has been selected
from the available options. Although this process
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may not have been as rapid, thorough, and
systematic as in textbook planning models', it has
probably resulted in a chosen course of actibn. So
far, however, little if anything has changed in the
need or problem area. If these previous steps have
been done well, however, a reasonably smooth
transition should be experienced in implementing
the chosen solution. If the implementation .phase is
poorly1 done, it can negate all the line and effort
carefully spent in arriving at this pioint. To avoid
that situation, the following areas should be
considered in the implementation planning:

i1. Are the available fine cial resources adequate
to support the new effort to a degree that will
make success probable, or at least that will not
cause inadequate rfunding to be, the cause of
failure? Unusual, one-time start-up costs should be
recognized,,and provided for as 'needed, and con-
tinuing full-fiscal-impact data should be available
and understood.

2. Is it clear who will have specific.implementa-
tion responsibilities, and whetherVe authority will
be commensurate with the designated responsibili:'

--!;,..ties? Do all those wha,ar-.e likely_lp be affected by
or involved in the new /endeavor know who is
responsible for what, and whic speafic duties and,
tasks they are expected to perform?

3. Are staff members well-informed regarding
the strategy selected, and can they explain and
interpret it adeqUately to others? Has specialized
training been provided ter those who will need it to
participate effectively in the implementation
work? Has the community been informed of the
dimensions and directid'rks Of the new efforts, and
the needs and resources related to the chosen
strategy?

4. Will new personnel be employed to imple-
mene,the selected solution? Are qualified people
currently available? If existing staff are responsible
for implementation will this work be added on to
existing duties, or will there be a formal and clear
reduction of other work so the new efforts don't
suffer because of a lack of time and attention from
'people who already have other full-time responsi-
bilities?

5. If appropriate, have the 'physical needs of the
new strategy been attended to?, Is adequate' space
available in an acceptable location? Will new
equipment, .materials and supplies be needed? Are
they budgeted for? Are they' ordered? Have they

arrived? Is secretarial/clerical assistance needed? If
so, who will provide it?

6. Has an evaluation strategy been developed?
How will' it be known if reasonable success is
attained? What will be the indicators of success?
Who will judge the success or failure of the
implementation? When will this occur? How much
time and money will be invested before satisfac-
tory results must be shown? If the evaluation
strategy ik,kproduct-oriented, what will be the
product(s) that signal attainment of the objectives?

7. If students are directly involved in the
implementation, have they been selected and/or
prepared for their participation? 'Must records,
data, materials, etc, 9garding pupils be gathered,
collected, analyzed,and 'interpreted before the
implementation.; ;begins? Should parents be in-
formed of new activities /programs affecting their
children?

,Not all of these questions are appropriate for all
new strategies and programs. Converselly, some
additional questions will .probably be needed to
accurately reflect any given situation. The point,
however, is that such questions should bp asked
and answered as fully as possible to provide the
best possible opportunity fdr the new effo sto be
successful. Unexpected problems, constrain s, and
forcet may never be totally minated, b t the
probability of such difficultie n be reduc and
their effect minimized through careful 'analySis of .
the implementation phase.

Evaluation and Revision of Implemented Program/
Policies

Few human endeavors are so perfectly planned and
implemented that there is no need of revision and
improvement. It is to be expected that new
programs, processes, and procedures may experi-
ence imperfections of many types, arid that con-I
tinuous monitoring, evaluation, and modificationl
will be necessary to attain and maintain an °Iz:13.)
acceptably high level of performance. .4 efl)

Several important considerations in this respect are
as follows:

1. To the fullest extent possible, the perform-
ance standards or criteria t be applied during
evaluation should be select d and agreed upoli
prior to implementation, and all appropriate
parties should know and u derstand the Measures
to be used in judging success or failure:

-721,
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2. The processes, procedures, time periods, and
means (such as tests, written instruments, etc.) tiy
which evaluation will occur should be deeided
upon as early as is practical, but should not be so
rigid and insensitive to new conditions that the
procedure 'cannot be amended in light of new
developnfents and unanticipated circumstances.

3. If the newly implemented program is suffici-
ent in size and importance to warrant the extra
cost and time involved, it may be appropriate to
employ outside evaluators who can presumably
give more objective, less biased analyses of the
program than those intimately involved in its
conception and imPlerrientation.

4. Evaluation should be reviewed as a positive,
healthy indication of organizational strength, not
as a threatening, negative activity which causes
individual and collective defensiveness to appear.
The most valuable critical evaluations can often be
provided by theSe persor -most knowledgeable
about, and involved in, the implementation on a
day-to-day basis. Opportunity should be provided
for such persons to make their n judgments and .
perceptions known in advance of or in conjunction

F

with other personnel who may be evaluating the
new efforts.

. 5. Evaluations should,' ii,possible, be a combina-
tion of objective and subjective data. In spite of
the scientific approach o educational evaluation
advocated by many measurement experts, it is

often difficult to "prove" that success or failure
has occurred on the basis of statistical tests or
other mathematical data. Conversely, it is often
inadequate- to claim success or failure based on
perceptions, attitudes, and values which are totally
devoid of objective evidence. A combination of
hard data, professional judgment, experienced
insights, and relevant values must be brought
together in a balanced manner to assure that an
adequate evaluation has taken place.

EValuation should result in program improvement.
New activities which become prematurely "locked
in" to the original implementation processes, pro-
cedures, and policies negate the beneficial effects
of sound evaluation and tend to promote defen-
siveness of the original decisions rather than
encouraging positive change.
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VIII. Summary And Conclusion

Educational planning is both an art and a science
and/probably will continue to be in view of the
characteristics and expectations of the public
educational system. While this means that planning
can never be reduced to mathematical certainty,
does not mean that planning is a waste of time and
effort because the variables are too numerous or
their interrelationships too complex. The alterna-
tive to planning is not to plan and no school
district has ever endorsed or practiced that philos-
../

ophy and continued its existence. The larger
question is the degree or extent of planning that
will occur, and the means by which it will occur.

Thp following thoughts are offered for' considera-
tion:

1. Local school personnel sfidukk analyze and
evaluate the means by which thdy currently plan
their district's educational future. A critical self-
appraisal of existing planrring processes may reveal
deficiencies which. Should be corrected as well as
strengths which should be recognized..

2. ConsideratiOn should be given to developing
and/or formalizing a alarming capability within the
district. While many districts may not have re-
sources immediately available to employ a planning
coordinator, the concept and philosophy of plan-
ning can bpdeveloped and instilled in the district if
someone on the staff is charged with planning
responsibilities. To do this in a serious manner
requires a formal release from other ,purrent duties,
at least on a part-time basis or Inevitably the
preexisting responsibilities and demands will_
reassert themselves and the planning function will
exist only in intent and not in practice.

3. The feasibility of providing planning services
and perso'nnel through inter-district arrangements
or through the CESAs should be explored. While

every IT trict is unique to some degree, there are
also ma areas of common need and concern

, which could be addressed on a cooperative basis
with a greater economy of scale. Federal and state
legislation often imposes similar requirements on
local districts (Chapter 89-Handicapped Education,
and Chapter 90-School District Standards are
recent examples) which should not have to be dealt
with in isolation by over 430 local districts.

4., Planning efforts during the past decade were
often directed toward managing additional re-
sources and providing for an expanding enrollment.

.A declining statewide pupil population; continuing
demands for accountability and increased produc-
tivity; stabiliiing budgets; new curricular/
instructional needs; and increased state level
involvement are placing new and different demands
upon local school districts. Planning priorities and
strategies will have to be developed and/or adjusted
to deal effectively, with these changing Conditions.

-: 5. Except in isolated cases and limited areas the
25 year effort to bring about a significant reduc-
tion in the number of local school districts appears
to be diminishing rapidly. For the first ime in
several decadesit is possible to predict, barringarring
severe unforefeen 'ircumstarices, that the present
local administrative units which now exist in
Wisconsin .will be basically unchanged in number
for the .nect decade or more. Vot) exists in the
mid-1970s may basically be the same in the 1980s
and improvements in the educational system will
probably have to come from within existing units,
not as the result of diamatic changes brought,
about by the consolidation of local districts.
1 mproved planing capabilities, although not a
panacea guarAnteed to resolve all problems and
needs, is an essentTal ingredient which can contri-
bute to the further growth, development and
improverrAnt of the public educational system.
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